
Movin' On
(A)
I've been rambling 'round For such a long, long time

Somewhere in between I kinda lost my mind
              (D)              (A)
Now I'm movin' on       I'm going, going gone                
       (D)                            (A)
Movin' on   like the man said in the song
               (E)                 (A)
I'm a rolling stone... I'm movin' on

(A)
Wake up all alone   Deep in a hotel night

While away the hours Til you finally see the light
                (D)             (A)
Then I'm movin' on I'm going, going gone               
      (D)                                (A)
Movin' on      like the man said in the song
               (E)                (A) 
I'm a rolling stone... I'm movin' on

(A)
Cigarettes and coffee Won't keep a man alive

I'm thinking of my true love In some smoky dive
           (D)             (A)
I'm movin' on     Going, going gone
      (D)                                (A)    
Movin' on     like the man said in the song
                (E)               (A)
I'm a rolling stone... I'm movin' on

(A)
Don't look over your shoulder The sun sets at your back

By this time tomorrow We'll be smokin' on down the track
               (D)              (A)
Now I'm movin' on     Going, going, gone             
      (D)                              (A)
Movin' on    like the man said in the song
               (E)                (A)
I'm a rolling stone... I'm movin' on

(A)
I've been rambling 'round For such a long, long time

Somewhere in between I kinda lost my mind
              (D)                      (A)
Now I'm movin' on   I'm going, going, gone
      (D)          (A)
Movin' on   I'm going, going, gone                 
       (D)                             (A)
Movin' on    like the man said in the song
                (E)            (A)
I'm a rolling stone, I'm movin' on
               (E)             (A)
I'm a rolling stone, I'm movin' on
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